The Monte Carlo program WWGENPV, designed for computing distributions and generating events for four-fermion production in e + e − collisions, is described. The new version, 2.0, includes the full set of the electroweak (EW) tree-level matrix elements for double-and single-W production, initial-and final-state photonic radiation including p T /p L effects in the Structure Function formalism, all the relevant non-QED corrections (Coulomb correction, naive QCD, leading EW corrections). An hadronisation interface to JETSET is also provided. The program can be used in a three-fold way: as a Monte Carlo integrator for weighted events, providing predictions for several observables relevant for W physics; as an adaptive integrator, giving predictions for cross sections, energy and invariant mass losses with high numerical precision; as an event generator for unweighted events, both at partonic and hadronic level. In all the branches, the code can provide accurate and fast results. 
hadronisation.
Nature of physical problem
The precise measurement of the W -boson mass M W constitutes a primary task of the forthcoming experiments at the high energy electron-positron collider LEP2 (2M W ≤ √ s ≤ 210 GeV). A meaningful comparison between theory and experiment requires an accurate description of the fully exclusive processes e + e − → 4f , including the main effects of radiative corrections, with the final goal of providing predictions for the distributions measured by the experiments.
Method of solution
Same as in the original program, as far as weighted event integration and unweighted event generation are concerned. Adaptive Monte Carlo integration for high numerical precision purposes is added. Optional hadronic interface in the generation branch is supplied.
Reasons for the new version
The most promising methods for measuring the W -boson mass at LEP2 are the so called "threshold" and "direct reconstruction" methods [5] . For the first one, a precise evaluation of the threshold cross section is required. For the second one, a precise description of the invariant-mass shape of the hadronic system in semileptonic decays is mandatory. In order to meet these requirements, the previous version of the program has been improved by extending the class of the tree-level EW diagrams taken into account, by including p T /p L effects both in initial-and final-state QED radiation, by supplying an hadronic interface in the generation branch.
Restrictions on the complexity of the problem
While the semileptonic decay channels are complete at the level of the Born approximation EW diagrams (CC11/CC20 diagrams), neutral current backgrounds are neglected in the fully hadronic and leptonic decay channels. QED radiation is treated at the leading logarithmic level. Due to the absence of a complete O(α)/O(α s ) diagrammatic calculation, the most relevant EW and QCD corrections are effectively incorporated according to the recipe given in [6] . No anomalous coupling effects are at present taken into account.
Typical running time
As adaptive integrator, the code provides cross section and energy and invariantmass losses with a relative accuracy of about 1% in 8 min on HP 9000/735. As integrator of weighted events, the code produces about 10 5 events/min on the same system. The generation of a sample of 10 3 hadronised unweighted events requires about 8 min on the same system.
Unusual features of the program
Subroutines from the library of mathematical subprograms NAGLIB [3] for the numerical integrations are used in the program, when the adaptive integration branch is selected. 
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LONG WRITE-UP 1 Introduction
The precise measurement of the W -boson mass M W constitutes a primary task of the forthcoming experiments at the high energy electron-positron collider LEP2 (2M W ≤ √ s ≤ 210 GeV). A meaningful comparison between theory and experiment requires an accurate description of the fully exclusive processes e + e − → 4f , including the main effects of radiative corrections, with the final goal of providing predictions for the distributions measured by the experiments. A large effort in the direction of developing tools dedicated to the investigation of this item has been spent within the Workshop "Physics at LEP2", held at CERN during 1995. Such an effort has led to the development of several independent four-fermion codes, both semianalytical and Monte Carlo, extensively documented in [1] . WWGENPV is one of these codes, and the aim of the present paper is to describe in some detail the developments performed with respect to the original version [2] , where a description of the formalism adopted and the physical ideas behind it can be found.
As discussed in [3] , the most promising methods for measuring the Wboson mass at LEP2 are the so called "threshold" and "direct reconstruction" methods. For the first one, a precise evaluation of the threshold cross section is required. For the second one, a precise description of the invariant-mass shape of the hadronic system in semileptonic and hadronic decays is mandatory. In order to meet these requirements, the previous version of the program has been improved, both from the technical and physical point of view.
On the technical side, in addition to the "weighted event integration" and "unweighted event generation" branches, the present version can also be run as an "adaptive Monte Carlo" integrator, in order to obtain high numerical precision results for cross sections and other relevant observables. In the "weighted event integration" branch, a "canonical" output can be selected, in which several observables are processed in parallel together with their most relevant moments [1] . Moreover, the program offers the possibility of generating events according to a specific flavour quantum number assignment for the final-state fermions, or of generating "mixed samples", namely a fully leptonic, fully hadronic or semileptonic sample.
On the physical side, the class of tree-level EW diagrams taken into account has been extended to include all the single resonant diagrams (CC11/CC20), in such a way that all the charged current processes are covered. Motivated by the physical relevance of keeping under control the effects of the transverse degrees of freedom of photonic radiation, both for the W mass measurement and for the detection of anomalous couplings, the contribution of QED radiation has been fully developed in the leading logarithmic approximation, going beyond the initial-state, strictly collinear approximation, to include p T /p L effects both for initial-and final-state photons. Last, an hadronic interface to JETSET in the generation branch has been added.
In the present version the neutral current backgrounds are neglected in the fully hadronic and leptonic decay channels, but this is not a severe limitation of the program since, at least in the LEP2 energy range, these backgrounds can be suppressed by means of proper invariant mass cuts. On the other hand, the semileptonic decay channels are complete at the level of the Born approximation EW diagrams (CC11/CC20 diagrams), and this feature allows to treat at best those channels that are expected to be the most promising for the direct reconstruction of the W mass, because free of systematics such as the "color reconnection" and the "Bose-Einstein correlation" problems.
In the development of the code, particular attention has been paid to the possibility of obtaining precise results in relatively short CPU time. As shown in [1] , WWGENPV is one of the most precise four fermion Monte Carlo's from the numerical point of view. This feature allows the use of the code also for fitting purposes.
The most important new features
In the following we list and briefly describe the most important technical and physical developments implemented in the new version of WWGENPV.
TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS
The present version of the program consists of three branches, two of them already present in the original version but upgraded in some respect, the third one completely new.
• Unweighted event generation branch. This branch, meant for simulation purposes, has been improved by supplying an option for an hadronisation interface (see more details later on).
• Weighted event integration branch. This branch, intended for computation only, includes as a new feature an option for selecting a "canonical" output containing predictions for several observables and their most relevant moments together with a Monte Carlo estimate of the errors. According to the strategy adopted in [1] , the first four Chebyshev/power moments of the following quantities are computed: the production angle of the W + with respect to the positron beam (TNCTHW, N=1,2,3,4), the production angle ϑ d of the down fermion with respect to the positron beam (TNCTHD), the decay angle ϑ * d of the down fermion with respect to the direction of the decaying W − measured in its rest frame (TNCTHSR), the energy E d of the down fermion normalized to the beam energy (XDN), the sum of the energies of all radiated photons (XGN) normalized to the beam energy, the lost and visible photon energies normalized to the beam energy (XGNL and XGNV), respectively, and, finally
where s + and s − are the invariant masses of the W + and W − decay products, respectively (XMN).
• Adaptive integration branch. This new branch is intended for computation only, but offers high precision performances. On top of the importance sampling, an adaptive Monte Carlo integration algorithm is used. The code returns the value of the cross section together with a Monte Carlo estimate of the error. Moreover, if QED corrections are taken into account, also the average energy and invariant mass losses are printed. The program must be linked to NAG library for the Monte Carlo adaptive routine. Full consistency between non-adaptive and adaptive integrations has been explicitly proven.
In each of these three branches the user is asked to specify the four-fermion final state which is required. The final states at present available are those containing CC03 diagrams as a subset. Their list, as appears when running the code, is the following:
It is worth noting that in the weighted event integration and unweighted event generation branches, besides the possibility of selecting a specific four-fermion final state, an option is present for considering three realistic mixed samples corresponding to the fully leptonic, fully hadronic or semileptonic decay channel, respectively. When the generation of a mixed sample is required, as a a first step the cross section for each contributing channel is calculated; as a second step, the unweighted events are generated for each contributing channel with a frequency given by the weight of that particular channel with respect to the total.
In the generation branch, if the hadronisation interface is not enabled, an n-tuple is created with the following structure:
! x_{1,2} represent the ! energy fractions of incoming e^-and ! e^+ after ISR; EB is the beam energy; 'Q1X','Q1Y','Q1Z','Q1LB' ! x,y,z components of the momentum ! of particle 1 and the particle label ! according to PDG; the final-state ! fermions are assumed to be massless; 'Q2X','Q2Y','Q2Z','Q2LB' ! as above, particle 2
! x,y,z components of the momentum of ! the photon from particle 1; ! they are 0 if no FSR has been chosen ! and/or if particle 1 is a neutrino; 'AK2X','AK2Y','AK2Z' ! as above, particle 2 'AK3X','AK3Y','AK3Z'
! x,y,z components of the momentum of ! the photon from the initial-state ! electron; they are 0 if no ISR has ! been chosen; 'AKPX','AKPY','AKPZ' ! as above, initial-state positron;
If the hadronisation interface is enabled, fully hadronised events are instead made available to a user routine in the /HEPEVT/ format (see below).
PHYSICAL IMPROVEMENTS
The main theoretical developments with respect to the original version concern the inclusion of additional matrix elements to the tree-level kernel and a more sophisticated treatment of the photonic radiation, beyond the initialstate, strictly collinear approximation. Moreover, an hadronisation interface to JETSET has been also provided.
Tree-level EW four-fermion diagrams -In addition to double-resonant charged-current diagrams CC03 already present in the previous version, the matrix element includes also the single-resonant charged-current diagrams CC11 for µ and τ 's in the final state, and CC20 for final states containing electrons. This allows a complete treatment at the level of four-fermion EW diagrams of the semileptonic sample, which appears the most promising and cleanest for the direct mass reconstruction method due to the absence of potentially large "interconnection" effects [3] . Concerning CC20 diagrams, the importance sampling technique has been extended to take care of the peaking behaviour of the matrix element when small momenta of the virtual photon are involved. As a consequence of the fact that the tree-level matrix-element is computed in the massless limit, a cut on the minimum electron (positron) scattering angle must be imposed. The inclusion of such a cut eliminates the problems connected with gauge-invariance in the case of CC20 processes, for which the present version does not include any so-called "reparation" scheme [4, 5] . Anyway, when for instance a set of "canonical cuts" [1] is used, the numerical relevance of such gauge-invariance restoring schemes has been shown [4, 5] to be negligible compared with the expected experimental accuracy.
Photonic corrections -As far as photonic effects are concerned, the original version, as stated above, included only leading logarithmic initial-state corrections in the collinear approximation within the SF formalism. The treatment has been extended in a two-fold way: the contribution of final-state radiation has been included and the p T /p L effects have been implemented both for initial-and final-state radiation. The inclusion of the transverse degrees of freedom has been achieved by generating the fractional energy x γ of the radiated photons by means of resummed electron structure functions D(x; s) [6] (x γ = 1 − x) and the angles using an angular factor inspired by the pole behaviour 1/(p · k) for each charged emitting fermion. This allows to incorporate leading QED radiative corrections originating from infrared and collinear singularities, taking into account at the same time the dominant kinematic effects due to non-strictly collinear photon emission, in such a way that the universal factorized photonic spectrum is recovered. According to this procedure, the leading logarithmic corrections from initial-and final-state radiation are isolated as a gauge-invariant subset of the full calculation (not yet available) of the electromagnetic corrections to e + e − → 4f . Due to the inclusion of p T -carrying photons at the level of initial-state radiation, the Lorentz boost allowing the reconstruction of the hard-scattering event from the c.m. system to the laboratory one has been generalized to keep under control the p T effects on the beam particles. Final state radiation and p T /p L effects are not taken into account in the adaptive integration branch.
Non-QED corrections -Coulomb correction is treated as in the original version on double-resonant CC03 diagrams. QCD corrections are implemented in the present version in the naive form according to the recipe described in [1, 5] . The treatment of the leading EW contributions is unchanged with respect to the original version.
Hadronisation -Final-state quarks issuing from the electroweak 4-fermion scattering are not experimentally observable. An hadronisation interface is provided to the JETSET package [7] to allow events to be extrapolated to the hadron level, for example for input to a detector simulation program. Specifically, the 4-fermion event structure is converted to the /HEPEVT/ convention, then JETSET is called to simulate QCD partonic evolution (via routines LUJOIN and LUSHOW) and hadronisation (routine LUEXEC). In making this conversion, masses must be added to the outgoing fermions, considered massless in the hard scattering process. This is done by rescaling the fermion momenta by a single scale factor, keeping the flight directions fixed in the rest frame of the four fermion system. In the QCD evolution phase, strings join quarks coming from the same W decay. The virtuality scale of the QCD evolution is taken to be the invariant mass-squared of each evolving fermion
1 , turning off final-state photon emission simulation from JETSET if activated in WWGENPV, to avoid double counting.
All the new features of the program can be switched on/off by means of separate flags, as described in the following.
Input
Here we give a short explanation of the input parameters and flags required when running the program.
OGEN(CHARACTER*1)
It controls the use of the program as a Monte Carlo event generator of unweighted events (OGEN = G) or as a Monte Carlo/adaptive integrator for weighted events (OGEN = I).
RS(REAL*8)
The centre-of-mass energy (in GeV).
OFAST(CHARACTER*1)
It selects (OFAST = Y) the adaptive integration branch, when OGEN = I. When this choice is done, the required relative accuracy of the numerical integration has to be supplied by means of the REAL*8 variable EPS.
NHITWMAX(INTEGER)
JETSET parameter MSTJ(41)
Required by the Monte Carlo integration branch. It is the maximum number of calls for the Monte Carlo loop.
NHITMAX(INTEGER)
Required by the event-generation branch. It is the maximum number of hits for the hit-or-miss procedure.
IQED(INTEGER)
This flag allows the user to switch on/off the contribution of the initial-state radiation. If IQED = 0 the distributions are computed in lowest-order approximation, while for IQED = 1 the QED corrections are included in the calculation.
OPT(CHARACTER*1)
This flag controls the inclusion of p T /p L effects for the initial-state radiation. It is ignored in the adaptive integration branch where only initial-state strictly collinear radiation is allowed.
OFS(CHARACTER*1)
It is the option for including final-state radiation. It is assumed that final-state radiation can be switched on only if initial-state radiation including p T /p L effects is on, in which case final-state radiation includes p T /p L effects as well. Ignored in the adaptive integration branch.
ODIS(CHARACTER*1)
Required by the integration branch. It selects the kind of experimental distribution. For ODIS = T the program computes the total cross section (in pb) of the process; for ODIS = W the value of the invariant-mass distribution dσ/dM of the system dū (IWCH = 1) or of the systemdu (IWCH = 2) is returned (in pb/GeV).
OWIDTH(CHARACTER*1)
It allows a different choice of the value of the W -width. OWIDTH = Y means that the tree-level Standard Model formula for the W -width is used; OWIDTH = N requires that the W -width is supplied by the user in GeV.
NSCH(INTEGER)
The value of NSCH allows the user to choose the calculational scheme for the weak mixing angle and the gauge coupling. Three choices are available. If NSCH=1, the input parameters used are G F , M W , M Z and the calculation is performed at tree level. If NSCH = 2 or 3, the input parameters used are α(Q 2 ), G F , M W or α(Q 2 ), G F , M Z , respectively, and the calculation is performed using the QED coupling constant at a proper scale Q 2 , which is requested as further input. The recommended choice is NSCH = 2, consistently with [1] .
OCOUL(CHARACTER*1)
This flag allows the user to switch on/off the contribution of the Coulomb correction. Unchanged with respect to the old version of the program.
OQCD(CHARACTER*1)
This flag allows the user to switch on/off the contribution of the naive QCD correction.
ICHANNEL(INTEGER)
A channel corresponding to a specific flavour quantum number assignment can be chosen.
ANGLMIN(REAL*8)
The minimum electron (positron) scattering angle (deg.) in the laboratory frame. It is ignored when CC20 graphs are not selected.
SRES(CHARACTER*1)
Option for switching on/off single-resonant diagrams (CC11).
OCC20(CHARACTER*1)
Option for switching on/off single-resonant diagrams when electrons (positrons) occur in the final state (CC20).
OOUT(CHARACTER*1)
Option for "canonical" output containing results for several observables and their most important moments. It is active only in the Monte Carlo integration branch.
OHAD(CHARACTER*1)
Option for switching on/off hadronisation interface in the unweighted event generation branch.
Test run output
The typical new calculations that can be performed with the updated version of the program are illustrated in the following examples.
Sample 1
An example of adaptive integration is provided. The process considered is e + e − → e + ν e dū (CC20). The output gives the cross section, together with the energy and invariant-mass losses from initial-state radiation. "Canonical" cuts are imposed as in [1] . The input card is as follows: 
Conclusions
The program WWGENPV 2.0 has been described. In its present version it allows the treatment of all the four-fermion reactions including the CC03 class of diagrams as a subset. This means that all the semileptonic channels are complete from the tree-level diagrams point of view, whereas fully leptonic and fully hadronic channels are treated in the CC approximation. Since the most promising channels for the W mass reconstruction are the semileptonic ones, the present version of the code allows a precise analysis of such data. Moreover, NC backgrounds can be suppressed by proper invariant mass cuts, so that the code is also usable for fully hadronic and leptonic events analysis, with no substantial loss of reliability. Initial-and final-state QED radiation is taken into account within the SF formalism, including finite p T /p L effects in the leading logarithmic approximation. The Coulomb correction is included for the CC03 graphs. Naive QCD and leading EW corrections are implemented as well. An hadronic interface to JETSET is also provided.
The code as it stands is a valuable tool for the analysis of LEP2 data, with particular emphasis to the threshold and direct reconstruction methods for the measurement of the W -boson mass. Speed and high numerical accuracy allow the use of the program also for fitting purposes.
The code is supported. Future releases of WWGENPV will include:
• an interface to the code HIGGSPV [1, 8] in order to treat all the possible four-fermion processes in the massless limit, including Higgs-boson signals;
• implementation of anomalous couplings;
• implementation of CKM effects;
• the extension of the hadronic interface to HERWIG [9] . 
